Scenario Chatty Betty

1. Mr. Janson wakes up as medical assistance enters the room. He can spot Chatting Betty already peeking around the corner. She looks playful, what story will she bring this time?

2. Betty can’t wait to start and is jumping from one foot on the other.

3. When the carers have left, and Mr. Janson looks fresh again, Betty jumps beside him. Mr. Janson knows that he should be the one to take the initiative.

4. One of his neighbours is always cursing in the morning. Betty is inventive and she knows how far she can go when quoting him. Mr. Janson always secretly chuckles on her jokes.

5. Betty pulls out a stick and turns the light switch on and off. Mr. Janson smiles, she must have seen this at one of his neighbours.

6. He shows her a trick he always did with his children and magically makes a coin appear from her ear. Betty laughs out loud. It is contagious. Mrs. Peacock, neighbour of Mr. Janson, walks in to see where all the fun is.

7. Mr. Janson and Betty are watching tv together. Betty imitates everything she sees on the screen. Mr. Janson slowly dozes off – Betty notices it, turns off the tv and quietly leaves the room.

8. At the hallway she meets some visitors, the children of Mrs. Chivers. She does not know these people very well and thus reacts a little shy.

9. She runs away. When she walks past the door of Mrs. Chivers, she announces that visitors have arrived.

10. At Mrs. Peacock the ritual is always the same. They are trading stories, Mrs. Peacock tells one from the past and Betty just makes one up. But you will never know what is real and what is not in her stories.
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